In this paper, a novel method for detection of Primary User Emulation Attack (PUEA) by tagging (adding tag bits) a test signal in chaotic communication is proposed. The tagged test signal is masked by the secondary user using Lorenz chaotic attractor and sent over the channel. However, it doesn't interfere with test signals of other secondary users. The Bit Error Rate (BER) analysis of the received test signal indicates whether the channel is free or is under PUEA. If the BER of the received signal is above the set threshold then it indicates an attack. Moreover, for the first time the concept of test signal to identify whether the channel is occupied by the primary user or an attacker is proposed. It is further suggested to compare the result of the proposed method with the database provided by Spectrum Bridge Inc. (SBI). It is worth mentioning here that the proposed method has made the use of the centralized control approach employed by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) to combat PUEA. Simulation results in terms of the BER have been analysed and compared with other existing methods to show the efficacy of the proposed method.
Introduction
Recently cognitive radio technology has enticed a lot of researchers to pursue research in this exciting technology of Wireless Communications. Cognitive Radio is witnessed as a powerful solution to the existing spectrum scarcity problem. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in its study reported that most of the spectrum is not utilized efficiently; some portion is over used, while other is overloaded. The reason for this inefficient utilization is the static assignment of the radio spectrum by the FCC. The FCC is thus considering opening up the frequency bands for use by other opportunistic users called secondary users as long as they do not cause interference to the legitimate/licensed users also known as primary users.
To avoid interference to the primary users, secondary users must monitor the spectrum, make its opportunistic use and must vacate the band as soon as the primary user arrives. This monitoring is referred to as spectrum sensing. The free spectrum is also known as "white space" or "spectrum hole". Due to open air nature of cognitive radio there are several threats and it is necessary to consider them for normal operations. One of the most prominent attacks identified in literature is Primary User Emulation Attack [1, 2] .
In this attack a malicious or selfish user wants to gain an unfair use of spectrum. It achieves this by mimicking the primary user's signals and transmitting those signals [8] . The cognitive users on the other hand will think that the incumbent user is using the spectrum although it is not. The malicious/selfish user here emulates the primary signal's behavior or the energy strength [14] . Thus, it becomes necessary to correctly detect the presence of the primary user and also identify that whether the network is under PUE attack or not. Cooperative sensing plays an important role in detecting PUEA. Cooperative spectrum sensing using fusion rules along with energy detection scheme is proposed in [5] . In [10] the authors have proposed cooperative sensing scheme in which the probabilities of a fake PUEA signal is estimated in presence as well as absence of incumbent signal and the total error probability is minimized making use of the parameters estimated. The PUE attack can be viewed as an authentication problem and cryptographic signature is the best choice. In [13] the authors have proposed a solution applying the advanced encryption standard (AES) to improve the security of chaotic cognitive radio (CCR) system. One important question here is how the receiver can be sure that the signal it received was actually sent by the incumbent (primary user) or it was sent by a malicious / selfish user? Unfortunately the cryptographic techniques cannot be employed due to the FCC constraint which states that "no modification to the incumbent system (the primary user signal) should be required to accommodate the opportunistic use of spectrum by secondary user" [7, 11] . Thus, modification of primary user's signal using cryptographic techniques is not allowed. In addition to the constraint put by the FCC, authentication is difficult at layers other than the physical layer. The authentication scheme should be transparent to the existing users so that the existing devices should still function as usual however they cannot authenticate the signals. The reason for such a regulation by the FCC is to reduce the cost borne by the primary user. Without this constraint the cost induced on primary users will be too high and they will be reluctant to participate [11] . Flexible workflow architecture may provide a solution to this problem [12] .
The FCC has provided a solution to mitigate the Primary User Emulation Attack by employing a centralized control approach. It has suggested making use of the white-space database maintained by the Spectrum Bridge Inc. (SBI), the first certified TV white-space database administrator in the United States. This also ensures that there is no interference to the licensed primary users by the unlicensed secondary users. In this method provided by the FCC there will be a base station which will be connected to the unlicensed secondary users and as well as the TV white space database via the internet.
The secondary user makes a request to the database through the base station. The base station thus gets a list of all available channels and it provides this data to the secondary users requesting the database. The secondary user then selects a channel based on some predefined rules, offered channels and a suitable radio technology.
However, the two major drawbacks of this method are i. this method fails where there is no internet connectivity or unavailability of the base station and ii. long time is taken by the device to receive the list of available channels from the base station and this burdens the network. In the proposed scheme the concept of the test signal has been projected for the very first time. It is worth mentioning here that the method complies with the FCC constraint already stated earlier and there is no need to have knowledge of the primary user signal. The test signal is first tagged i.e., tag bits are added to the signal (tag bit=1) and then this signal will be Message Output signal Figure. 1 A three coupled wireless chaotic communication system [6] chaotic signals and detecting signals contaminated by random noise. Chaotic signals are harder to identify, aperiodic and unstable. These signals have low power spectrum density and utilize larger bandwidth. There are numerous features of chaotic signals that make them attractive for use in wireless communications. It is theoretically proved that the Lyapunov exponents remain unaltered if a chaotic signal is utilized [9] . In [15] the authors have implemented frequency domain chaotic cognitive radio applying a chaotic sequence onto cognitive radio. They have further used universal software radio peripheral and GNU radio software for demonstration. In our study on chaotic communication for secure Wireless Communication we have implemented the method proposed in [6] . A chaotic system is described by the Eq. 1 shown below.
where, A(x) is the linear part and g(x) is the non-linear part of the system [6] . The chaotic system discussed here is a Lorenz's chaotic system. Its dynamic states are represented by the set of the following three equations as:
dz / dt = xy -cz (4) where, x, y and z are the dynamic states, a, b, and c are constants greater than zero. We have analyzed one coupled, two coupled, and three coupled chaotic systems and have observed that the three coupled chaotic system's performance is the best. A three coupled system is as shown in Fig. 1 . In our experimentation, we found that when a signal is transmitted by a three coupled system the variance was 0.000000.The performance was also analyzed by BER versus the SNR plot. We also found that the variance for one coupled system is 0.110000, for two coupled system the variance is 0.020000. With this motivation we chose Chaotic Communication to propose a solution to combat the PUEA. The proposed work involves the concept of the test signal which is masked at first, encoded and decoded using three coupled Lorenz chaotic system, and the BER analysis to identify the channel state.
Analysis of proposed scheme and results (Part -I)
The PUE attack is at the physical layer of the cognitive network. The problem of validating the primary user can be viewed as spectrum sensing i.e., to identify whether the spectrum is currently occupied by the primary user or not. It is necessary to mention here that we are only interested in identifying the PUEA. The overall proposed work is divided in two parts (Part-I and Part-II). In Part -I the tagging scheme that is, inserting bits (tag bits) to a message signal is implemented. The message signal is transmitted considering the Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) as the modulation scheme. The code length of the message signal used is 1000 bits (it can be any number of bits, say, 100, 500, 1000, 2000). The results for code length of 2000, 3000 and 4000 bits respectively are also observed.
Appending the tag bits is a simple procedure wherein the tag bits are inserted in the original message signal in a particular fashion. The procedure of appending the tag bits is shown in Fig.  4 and the process of chaotic encryption and decryption is explained later. Suppose that there are 20 bits (message bits) and tag bits have to be appended. The tag bit is appended after 1, 5, 9, 13 th bit (odd position) and 2, 6, 10, and 14 th bit (even position). The tag bit is denoted by 1. Thus, bit 1 is appended after bit number 13 and after bit number 14. Or, in other words bit 1 is inserted on both sides of bit number 14. In this way tag bits can be appended to any number of message bits. Note that the procedure continues and tag bits are appended till the end of message bits.
The tagging procedure can be made more secured by employing certain encryption algorithms or techniques. As already stated for chaotic encryption of the message signal three coupled chaotic system is used as shown in Fig. 1 . Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 represent the block diagrams of the proposed methods without and with chaotic communication using tagging. Further, the BER analysis is also done.
The new message (original message plus tag bits) is then masked by the chaotic state and transmitted. The encryption and decryption process at the transmitter and receiver is explained as in [6] . 
Here, l1 = -a, l2 = a + c and l3 = 0
The synchronization error and its error dynamic are defined as:
The main aim is to design L, the controller gain, such that the input message M can be received at the receiver. The message R that will be recovered is:
Here, as x1 equals y1 , R = M.
The chaotic system parameters used for the analysis are as follows: The chaotic constants must be same at the transmitter and the receiver side. It is difficult to recover the original signal unless the values of the chaotic constants are known and thus, they must be known to both transmitter and receiver for proper recovery of the signal. Table 1 shows the comparison of Bit Error Rate (BER) with only tagging and BER with tagging and chaotic communication using BPSK.
It can be seen from Table 1 that the bit error rate is improved with tagging and chaotic communication as compared to only tagging. The Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 shows the bit error rate versus signal to noise ratio (BER vs SNR) curve for code length equal to 1000 bits using BPSK. Table 1 also shows the percentage improvement for code length equal to 2000, 3000 and 4000 bits respectively. Table 2 shows the comparison of Bit Error Rate (BER) with only tagging and BER with tagging and chaotic communication using Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK). It also shows the percentage improvement for code length equal to 2000, 3000 and 4000 bits respectively using QPSK as modulation scheme. The Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the bit error rate versus signal to noise ratio curve for code length equal to 1000 bits using QPSK. It can be seen from Table 1 and Table 2 that there is an overall improvement of around 69 % in the Bit Error Rate (BER) of the received signal when we consider tagging with chaotic communication compared to only tagging using BPSK or QPSK. It may also be observed that the percentage improvement is not affected much even though the code word is changed from 1000 bits, to 2000 bits, 3000 and 4000 bits respectively. Thus, it can be concluded that BER has improved considerably when the signal is transmitted using tagging and chaotic communication. Moreover, the signal transmitted using chaotic approach appears as noise and thus provides more secure communication over wireless channel. The next section (Part-II) explains how the tagging scheme with chaotic communication is used to send the message/test signal over a channel and detect the Primary User Emulation Attack.
Analysis of proposed scheme and results (Part -II)
At this point, after observations and results from Part -I it was found that by using tagging and chaotic communication a signal is received and identified properly at the receiver. Also, it is a secured form of communication. In Primary User Emulation Attack (PUEA) one has to identify or differentiate between the original incumbent signal and the signal emulated by the malicious secondary user (attacker). Much work on Primary User Emulation Attack focuses on employing three methods mainly energy detection, cyclostationary feature detection, matched filter detection and so on.
Instead of identifying whether the signal is of primary user or some malicious secondary user (attacker) by using conventional methods of signal identification, the problem is analysed from a different angle. To the best of our knowledge for the first time we are proposing a solution wherein a test signal is sent over the channel to determine whether the channel is really occupied by the authentic Primary User or not. Moreover, no prior knowledge of primary user signal is required.
Whenever, a spectrum band is free it can be used by the secondary users as long as the primary user is not using it. Also, the band has to be vacated as soon as the primary user returns back. Now, if the band is free, the attacker may emulate a primary signal fooling and avoiding other secondary users to use the band.
In the proposed work a network of 20 users is simulated. During simulation the status of particular node is denoted as safe=0 or safe=1. Further it is assumed that the nodes denoted as safe=0 are attackers in the network. The transmission of test signal here takes place form a source node to destination node. Any node, irrespective of its status (safe=0 or safe=1) can communicate with any other node. When the test signal is transmitted from a source node whose status is safe=1 to a destination node whose status is either safe=0 or safe =1, the test signal is received properly at the receiver (BER < 0.7, threshold). This means that the channel/band is free and not under primary user emulation attack.
On the other hand if the test signal is transmitted from a source node whose status is safe=0 to a destination node whose status is either safe=0 or safe =1, the test signal is not received properly at the receiver (BER > threshold) and it can be concluded that the particular channel/band is under primary user emulation attack. Note that the noise is imminent. The proposed system continuously monitors the channel and scans for pre-decided patterns which are stored at the non-attacking secondary user nodes. These patterns are different for different secondary users, and the network router knows about them in advance.
In order to check if the band is free or not, the secondary user sends out its pattern, this pattern is encrypted using a 3-level chaotic encoder for security. The chaotic encryption process makes sure that the pattern behaves like a random noise sequence, and does not interfere with patterns of other secondary users. These two properties are fulfilled by selecting different and orthogonal values for the chaotic constants used in the encryption and decryption process.
Once the non-attacking or genuine secondary user transmits a chaotic sequence, it is decoded by the receiver/router. As the knowledge about the encryption constants is already known to the receiver/router, thus the sequence is decoded properly, with minimum to no errors. This ensures that the BER on the receiver side is either 0 or a minimum value. But, if an attacking node tries to access the channel, by transmitting any random sequences, then the receiver/router will not be able to decode this sequence, and thereby the BER value between the known transmitted and unknown received signal will be very high, and the attacker would be marked. The following Fig. 10 below shows the bit error rate versus signal to noise ratio curve for a test signal of code length equal to 1000 bits transmitted using BPSK modulation scheme and a single attacker in network. The detection rate accuracy obtained to identify the attack is 97%. For the same code length of 1000 bits and BPSK modulation and two attackers in the network the detection rate accuracy is 98.889%. And for three and four attackers in the network the detection accuracy is approximately 99% respectively. Further, it is suggested to compare the result obtained with the data base from Spectrum Bridge Inc. Note that the proposed approach has not used any database from Spectrum Bridge Inc. Thus, whenever a band is free a test signal is transmitted using tagging and chaotic communication (the procedure is same as explained earlier in Part-I) by the secondary user willing to use the band. At the end it is summarised that if the test signal sent by the secondary user transmitter is properly received at the secondary user receiver (BER less than or equal to a threshold value) then it is confirmed that the band is free and no attack has taken place. And if the BER of the received signal is greater than the set threshold then it is confirmed that an attacker is trying to emulate the primary user and the network is under Primary User Emulation Attack. One interesting thing to note here is that when the test signal is transmitted by using tagging and chaotic communication even the attacker will not know that a test signal is being transmitted to check the availability of the spectrum. This is because when the test signal is transmitted using chaotic communication the test signal appears as noise (see tagged sequence and received sequence in Fig. 5 ) and hence cannot be recognized by the attacker. As already stated in our work we further suggest the use of TV white space database maintained by Spectrum Bridge Inc. the first certified TV white space database administrator in the United States. Thus, by using the proposed method of sending the test signal over a channel one can identify the occupancy of channel i.e., whether it is occupied or not and then the occupancy of the channel can be cross checked and verified by looking into the database. If the database shows that the channel is not occupied during a certain period of time and the result after employing our test signal method shows that the channel is occupied during the same period of time then it can be concluded that the network is under primary user emulation attack. On the other hand, if the database shows that the channel is occupied during a certain period of time and the result after employing our test signal method also shows that the channel is occupied during the same period of time then it indicates that the network is not under primary user emulation attack.
Comparison of our work with other existing techniques
This section discusses about the efficiency of the proposed method and the contribution towards providing a solution to mitigate Primary User Emulation Attack (PUEA). Many methods to mitigate the Primary User Emulation Attack are available in the literature. We just intend to show that our work is distinct from all those methods. To the best of our knowledge the concept of sending a test signal over the channel to check the channel availability is proposed for the first time. The proposed method is novel and hence its implementation results are the very first one to be obtained. We, however, compare and discuss the obtained results with other parallel methods for preventing the PUEA in terms of the BER. In our method we need not identify whether the signal sensed is of authentic primary user or emulated malicious user and then conclude whether the channel is really occupied by authentic primary user or not. One of the proposed methods is to deploy a helper node close to the primary user to authenticate the primary signal [7, 15, 17] . Our method does not recommend use of helper node placed in the close proximity of the primary user. This is one of the distinguishing features of our work from others. In [11] the authors have suggested a method where the primary users are allowed to add a cryptographic link signature using modulation and coding. This however, violates the constraint put by the FCC. We wish to state here that our method not only follows the FCC constraint, but also makes use of the solution which the FCC has already suggested to mitigate PUEA. To further show our contribution we have analysed our method and the methods proposed in [7, 11, 15, 17, 18] and compared the results to show the effectiveness of our method. In [15, 17, 19 ] the authors suggested the generation of tag based PN sequence embedded in the forward error control codes or added in the code word or modulation scheme. This authentication tag is then sent by a helper node to the secondary user to identify about the presence or absence of the primary user. The performance is then evaluated by plotting the BER versus SNR curve before and after embedding the tag. In the [15, 18, 19] where BPSK modulation scheme is used.
It is evident from the Table 3 that the proposed method performs well in terms of BER than other existing techniques. [15, 18, 19] where QPSK modulation scheme is used.
Lastly, it is observed that for both BPSK and QPSK modulation schemes the proposed chaotic communication based method overtakes other proposed methods in terms of the BER. The chaotic communication method is also economic as no helper node is needed in the proposed solution. Instead of employing a helper node we suggest the transmission of a test signal by the secondary user using chaotic communication technique, providing more security and proper identification of PUEA.
The Fig. 11 summarises the entire method based on tagging and chaotic communication.
Conclusion
This paper has explored a novel chaotic communication based approach to combat Primary User Emulation Attack in Cognitive Radio environment confirming to requirement of the FCC. Our approach incorporates the use of the test signal which is tagged at first and then encrypted by a 3-level Lorentz chaotic attractor and then transmitted to identify the channel occupancy state. The test signal of different secondary users will not interfere with each other as the selected chaotic constants are different, orthogonal and appear as random noise. There is no need of a helper node and this reduces the cost of the required infrastructure. We have analysed the performance of our scheme in terms of the BER and our simulation results indicate that the scheme outperforms other similar proposed schemes and improves the attack detection rate considerably. The detection rate obtained is greater than 95%.
Thus, we conclude that proposed method can be viewed as a potential solution to combat Primary User Emulation Attack. For our future work we propose to have a secured two layer mechanism based on Look Up 
